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Tunnels is a story of friendship, adventure
and young love. The adventure is
fast-paced, exciting, and humorous. It
sweeps the reader through back alleys,
boiler rooms, busy streets, railroad yards,
swamps and ruins of Jersey City. Every
baby-boomer will want to read it cover to
cover, but baby-boomer or not, this book is
sure to strike a sympathetic nerve. Tunnels
touches on powerful emotions that all of us
have had in youth. Tommy Lake and
Jimmy Murray had grown up together in
post war Jersey City and had become close
friends early in life. However, the
experiences that they shared during the
winter and spring of 1959, would be
unequaled in intensity, and would serve to
cement their relationship forever. Bored
with the routines of normal adolescent
existence, Tom and Jim began exploring
the endless railroad system, which once
occupied Jersey City and the surrounding
Meadowlands. Their adventures became
progressively more brazen and more
dangerous, often threatening their lives.
Apparently unconcerned, the young duo
tempted fate regularly, while continuously
seeking the ultimate adrenalin rush.
Matters reach a new level of intrigue when
Tom shares a secret with Jim, and two
young girls become involved in their
escapades. The love interests force a
stabilizing effect on the two friends and
their activities, but the tranquility is short
lived. Eventually, Tom clashes with a
mysterious character called Hutchaneenee,
and Jim decides that revenge is in order.
Well written, filled with incredible
adventures, graphic details and tough
dialogue typical of young city kids,
Tunnels will transport the reader into their
own past and generate emotional responses
not felt since those turbulent adolescent
years.
The
excellent
composition
completely captivates the reader, and
compels the turning of page after page.
Tunnels will be difficult to put down,
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especially for anyone who wants to
re-ignite the spirit of adventure smoldering
in their soul!
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News for Tunnels 1 day ago Two years ago, the U.S. Department of Energy was warned that two tunnels containing
radioactive waste at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation Inside Mexicos Drug Tunnels - Photo Essays - TIME Enter a
Transaction Number listed on the Invoice: Elizabeth River Tunnels (ERT). Improving Connectivity in Hampton Roads
Elizabeth River Crossings is RA: The Tunnels - Aberdeen nightclub Mexicos cartels employ increasingly
sophisticated technology to burrow under the border. The Tunnel (2011) - IMDb A thrilling Cold War narrative of
superpower showdowns, media suppression, and two escape tunnels beneath the Berlin Wall In the summer of 1962, 1
Tunnel collapses at Hanford nuclear waste site in Washington state Mar 28, 2017 Theres no geological process in
the world that produces long tunnels with a circular or elliptical cross-section, which branch and rise and fall, Projects:
Tunnels GEOKON, INCORPORATED Discover Underground Tunnels of Los Angeles in Los Angeles, California:
During prohibition, corrupt city officials ran drinking dens under the streets of Flying taxis or futuristic tunnels wont
save us from the misery of For several years, Tunnels has been the moniker for the solo output of Nicholas Bindeman.
Over time Bindemans sound has evolved from the slow, breathing Tunnels (owarai) - Wikipedia Terminal, the sixth
and final instalment in the Tunnels series, was published in both the UK and the US in 2013. The Tunnels books feature
Will and his friends Tunnels - Thrill Jockey An extensive series of catacomb-like tunnels or caverns exists beneath the
surface of the The Tunnels Lostpedia Fandom powered by Wikia Tunnels is a subterranean fiction novel by British
authors Roderick Gordon and Brian Williams. It was initially self-published as The Highfield Mole in 2005, and none
Tunnel - Wikipedia Hanford warned in 2015 study that contaminated rail car tunnels at Music Venue Bristol The Tunnels Below Liverpools streets lies a 200-year-old tunnel network that confounds the experts. Pay Violation
Notice - Elizabeth River Tunnels 4 days ago When youre stuck in a traffic jam and lets face it, most of us are these
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days do you dream of escaping by flying through the clouds or Tunnels (novel) - Wikipedia Dec 12, 2016 (CNN) The
worlds longest, deepest tunnel -- running for 57 kilometers underneath the Swiss Alps -- has finally entered regular
service. 10 of the worlds greatest tunnels - 1 day ago Hundreds of workers were told to take cover after a portion of
the tunnel contaminated with radioactive materials collapsed. Get Lost in Mega-Tunnels Dug by South American
Megafauna - The The Tunnels Bristol - Bristols Hottest New Music Venue, located directly across from The British
and Commonwealth Museum. 01. Tunnels (Book 1): Roderick Gordon, Brian Williams - Watch The Tunnel videos
on demand. Stream full episodes online. The Tunnel: Sabotage is a high-volume, geo-political, bi-lingual thriller moving
between the Tunnel Horror An investigation into a government cover-up leads to a network of abandoned train tunnels
deep beneath the heart of Sydney. As a journalist and her Images for Tunnels Behavior. A tunnel acts like a wire in that
it binds points together, but unlike a wire the connection is not explicitly drawn. This is helpful when you need to none
Latest from Tunnels and Tunnelling laments what are for him the three main missed opportunities to reduce cost of
ownership on tunnel life safety systems. Tunnels Arent the Only Vision for New Jersey Transit in the
Underground Tunnels of Los Angeles Los Angeles, California The Gaza Strip smuggling tunnels are passages that
have been dug under the Philadelphi Corridor, a narrow strip of land, 14 km (8.699 miles) in length, Watch Full
Episodes Online of The Tunnel on PBS 2 days ago Philip D. Murphy, a Democratic candidate for New Jersey
governor, has called for an overhaul of the transit system, including an indefinite The Tunnels by Greg Mitchell
Tunnel Basics Roll up your sleeves and dig in to get started with these structures. The Tunnel Challenge Through
mountains, under rivers, beneath cities Pay by Plate - Elizabeth River Tunnels A tunnel is an underground
passageway, dug through the surrounding soil/earth/rock and enclosed except for entrance and exit, commonly at each
end. Gaza Strip smuggling tunnels - Wikipedia The New York Times Bestseller! The story of an outcast boy, his
eccentric dad, and the scary underground world they discover through secret TUNNELS.
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